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1. REGIONAL YOUTH COMPACT FOR EUROPE 
 

LEAD PARTNER: Centre for Democracy Foundation (Serbia) 

PARTNERS: Local Democracy Agencies of Peja (Kosovo), Subotica and Knjazevac (Serbia), Mostar, Prijedor 

and Zavidovici (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Vlora (Albania),  ALDA - the Association of Local Democracy 

Agencies (France) , ALDA Skopje (North Macedonia), CRTA Belgrade (Serbia),  Youth Act Albania  and  

SODEM Turkey.   

DONOR:  European Commission; Program: Consolidating Regional Thematic Networks of Civil Society 
Organisations. 
 

TIME FRAME: April 2018 – April 2021 

OBJECTIVES: As a logical sequel of the 4 year “Balkan regional platform for youth participation and 

dialogue” the Action responds to the need to strengthen capacities of CSOs and youth participation in 

policy creation and in monitoring the process of EU integration in the Western Balkans. Special focus is on 

the rule of law, fundamental rights (Chapter 23 and 24) and economic and social issues where 

employment is priority concern for citizens (Chapter 19). 

ACTIVITIES: Youth CSOs Capacity Building; Monitoring and Advocacy; Regional Networking and Exchange 

programme; Sub-granting Programme.  

SUCCESSFUL STORIES:  

Multi-stakeholder platform March 2019 - Youth Employment 

“Local monitoring of reforms - best practice becomes our practice” 

LDA MNE organized dialogue platform referring to social policies and negotiation Chapter 19 through 

youth perspective focusing on Youth Employment gathering 30 stakeholders among them 20 young 

people.  

On this occasion young people got first - hand 

information on programs that state and local 

institution develop for the youth employment, 

while institutions were surprised that many 

youngsters are interested in this event and 

interested in this topic realising their own 

prejudice towards young people and that also 

the channels and tools they use to communicate 

truly significant number of programs for youth 

employment support towards this particular 

group is the key.  
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“POLITEIA” Summer School April 2019 

LDA MNE facilitated, managed and 

logistically prepared this activity in 

Danilovgrad, Montenegro. Media coverage 

and presence of the relevant Governmental 

and European Integration officials to this 

event also was result of the LDA MNE efforts. 

First week of April was exciting and fruitful 

by bringing together 25 young people from 

the Western Balkans region and Turkey to 

develop their capacities as future policy 

makers. 

 

Workshop on EU Chapters 19, 23 and 24 & Youth taking over day December 2019 

On December 6th LDA MNE gathered 16 high-

school students in order to inform and give 

them basic knowledge on participation 

mechanisms at local level and EU negotiation 

process especially to Chapters 19- Social 

Policies 23 - Judiciary and Rule of Law 24 - 

Justice, Freedom and Security. Further that 

day the students visited relevant local 

institutions: Youth Secretariat, Spatial 

Planning and Sustainable Development Office, Addiction Prevention Office, Information and Career 

Counselling Centre, City Library in order to implement insights they gained during the workshop and to 

take active part in reforms processes related to EU accession.   
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Local Activity Plan for Youth 2019 -2021 creation 

process participation and Public Hearing Added 

Value  

The group of Info-Point volunteers participated in 

public hearing on Local Activity Plan for Youth 2020-

2021 giving relevant inputs and puting the ligth on 

youth's needs in local community. Focus groups with 

Municipality's Youth Office representatives 

preceded this event and  our staff and volunteers 

took part  discussing different topics from 

participation, health, employment,  education to leasuer and free time.   

 

 

  

 

 

 

2. CO.CO TOUR – Safeguarding, enhancing and promoting the natural 

and cultural heritage of Coastal Communities by boosting the eco-

museum model aiming at smart and sustainable TOURism management    
 

LEAD PARTNER: Albanian Development Fund  

PARTNERS: Municipality of Herceg Novi, Montenegro, Municipality of Tricase and Magna Gracia Mare 

from Italy and Himara Municipality and National Agency of Protected Areas NAPA - Albania, 

DONOR: European Union: INTERREG IPA II CBC Italy-Albania-Montenegro 2014-2020 Program  

 

TIME FRAME: April 2018 - April 2020  

OBJECTIVES: Co.Co.Tour project aims to smart, inclusive and sustainable growth of the coastal 

communities in the target areas through a development of a cross-border model of cooperation based on 

heritage enhancing and tourism innovations. Starting from the example experience of Tricase Port 

Museum (IT), project creates two new eco-museum realities in Albania and Montenegro. The project will 
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activate a community tourism package for each territory by improving organizational and promotional 

capacity, activating public and dynamic eco-museums centers, improving accessibility of spaces and 

services by upgrading structures, developing web and ICT devices join with graphic and narrative tools in 

order to increase attractiveness and tourism competitiveness.  

LDA MNE’s task is to develop community and eco-museum model in Herzeg Novi and to create good 

narrative for the tourism packages around the only Balkans’ Nobel Prize Laureate for literature, Ivo 

Andric’s house and his life in this city. This model includes accessibility principles.  

ACTIVITIES: Development of a cross-border Eco museum model; Development of diversified and 

accessible tourism products; Strengthening and development of ICT tools; Small-scale infrastructural 

investments  

SUCCESSFUL STORIES:  

Project meetings:  

LDA MNE participated and contributed to Kick-off (bis) meeting, three Consortium Meetings, one Steering 

Committee and hosted Mid-term review meeting. LDA MNE organized successful 3rd Consortium Meeting 

and 1st Steering Committee in Herzeg Novi on 31st July and 1st August 2019. Monitoring visit by the Office 

for EU Integration was hasten I the premises of LDA and on 19th December we organized the Mid-term 

review in Podgorica. 

Warm stories and community research  

LDA MNE team members researched community of Herceg Novi in order to get to know the only 

Yugoslavian Nobel prize winner’s life in this community, interviewing his over 90 years old contemporaries 

and friends from way back during the 

60’s when the late writer lived in this 

splendid city. The team also had 

several meetings with different local 

CSOs in order to encourage them to get 

involved in the community tourism 

model.  

 

 

 

 

 

Accessibility capacities development 

Partners conducted thorough research on the accessibility of touristic products and offer through a wider 

perspective of the concept having in mind not only persons with permanent disabilities, but wide range 

of tourists having in mind cultural and language differences, temporary disabled persons, parents with 

baby-trollies, etc. The purpose was not only to take a snapshot of existing situation but also to create 
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synergies and identify stakeholders to work with in the following period for developing an comprehensive 

approach that would make the touristic offer closer to a wider range of modern travelers. 

 

 

 

 

   

 

3. CLINK- Cultural Heritage Linking Diversities in 

Europe 
 

LEAD PARTNER: Local Democracy Agency Mostar 

PARTNERS: Omma Studio (Heraklion/Greece); Local Democracy Agencies Subotica and Knjazevac (Serbia); 

LDA Zavidovići and Prijedor (Bosnia and Herzegovina); LDA Sisak (Croatia); LDA Albania (Vlore/Albania); 

Association des Agences de la Democratie Locale (Strasbourg / France). 

DONOR: Europe for citizens Programme of the European Union 

TIME FRAME: 01/01/2019 – 30/06/2020 

OBJECTIVES: To raise interest in cultural heritage, raise awareness of EU policies on cultural heritage and 

initiate processes for its promotion, protection and sustainable use for socio-economic development of 

societies, as well as to stimulate sense of belonging to a common 

European space.  

Above: Faculty of Philosophy Niksic – Socrates  
Right: Institute of Black Metallurgy - Poet Vito Nikolic 
 

This project is co – financed by 

the European Union under the 

Instrument for Pre –Accession 

Assistance (IPA III) 
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ACTIVITIES: Pop up galleries - to showcase young 

artists inspired by cultural heritage; Community 

forum, connecting youth and cultural actors - to 

boost participatory approach to preservation and 

promotion of cultural heritage. 

SUCCESSFUL STORIES:  With an extraordinary 

interest of different stakeholders as part of the 3 

pop up summer galleries: two murals are 

produced in 1 art colony and 1 urban city tour 

action were realized. A great deal of attention and 

involvement of various actors: youth, elementary 

and secondary school students and teachers, 

artists, media, CSOs, business sector was noted. 

 

Pop up galleries in Niksic 

POP UP 1 two murals  

With the participation of different stakeholders two murals are produced in Niksic. One in cooperation 

with Faculty of Philosophy. With the motive of Socrates done by established local artist in his style with a 

special message to the students. The second captures the most appreciated poet from Niksic, done by 

academic painter and in cooperation with Institute of Black Metallurgy. The Institute provides ateliers 

spaces for more than 30 local artists. The mural and the public revelation event (added value) were done 

in very sophisticated manner followed by public exhibition of the works of artist hosted and poetry night 

engaging several local institutions and more than 50 artists.  

 

POP UP 2 Art colony (colonies) 

Art colonies were motivated by two historically 

significant bridges and lapidarium/collection of 

Stecci. Two high-schools were involved under 

supervision of the art professor Marija Lazarevic 

and Local museum curator Miso Milatovic. 

Students had amazing time painting the motives.  
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POP UP 3 Urban history tour 

In cooperation with collector of old Niksic photos and postcards, urban action were held to inform or 

remind citizens on old urban features that no longer have the original function using PLAQUES with 

attractive respective photos promoted by LDA Volunteer service members. Five info points were chosen: 

old hotel Europe, Public bath, First elementary school, existing famous gathering place Hotel Onogost 

terrace, Girls’s Instutute and Charity organization “Kosovka djevojka”. More than 100 citizens were 

informed on the spot of the historic values of these localities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Added values: Youngsters included / short video and local heritage leaflet;  

Also, one elementary school gave contribution to local cultural heritage promotion in this project. The 

scholars made short video “Niksic through history” with their own view and what is important to them as 

a representatives of their city. They also made local heritage leaflet for their peers in Rozaje. 
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Short video link:    https://youtu.be/5EeFKLOk3Lc  

 

 

 

Community forum and exhibition  

The project local activities were completed by community forum with main topic “Niksic – city of culture 

– European city” – Promotion and protection of cultural heritage. This round table gathered number of 

local significant stakeholders, participants of pop up galleries and public with the conclusion that Niksic 

indeed has many cultural, historical and natural jewels that need firstly protection, then proper promotion 

and valorization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/5EeFKLOk3Lc
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4. IMPACT - Inclusion matters: Using performance art towards Cohesion 

and Tolerance 
 

 

LEAD PARTNER: Videnscentar for integration VIFIN, Vejle, Denmark 

PARTNERS: Local Democracy Agency Mostar - Bosnia and Herzegovina, Urban Development Centar 

Belgrade - Serbia, Drustvo za razvijanje prostovoljnoga dela Novo Mesto - Slovenia, Theatre La Piccionaia 

Vicenza - Italy, Coalition of Youth Organizations SEGA Kavardaci – North Maceconia. 

DONOR: European Union through ERASMUS+ KA2 Programme  

TIMING: 03.2019 – 02.2021 ext. 05.2021. 

OBJECTIVES: Development of the NEW methodology for inclusion through arts for vulnerable groups, 

migrants and refugees.  

ACTIVITIES: Training of trainers/artists, Local workshops, development of the methodology, local and  

international promotion event.  

SUCCESSFUL STORIES:  

Training of trainers in Vicenza 

Local Workshops 

Artist and Local Democracy Agency Montenegro 

team members organized 3 art workshops with 

sensitive group of refuges and migrants in an NGO 

- Shelter for victims of domestic violence in Pljevlja 

that changed it purpose for center for reception of 

refugees and in state facility Centre for Asylum 

Seekers in Spuz. The methodology was developed 

and realized together with the team of prelesional 

artists and educator who already work with 

difficult groups: Milena Krivokapic, Mirko Dragovic, 

Milosav Milatovic and Kenan Delic, with the 

participation of LDA staff  and volunteers and local people. They managed to pull out the refugees from 

everyday grey mood of uncertainty waiting to cross over the borders by offering them the activity that is 

so common for everyday lives. The participants felt appreciated, relaxed and happy to get involved. 

Workshops gave back faith in humanity for all participants including the LDA volunteers in the third 

workshop. 

“We feel happy because you have come and we did something good together”-                                                                                                         

Riden, Nepal 
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Local crafts fair /added value 

Thanks to the Impact project activities, on 30th and 31st August LDA MNE facilitated Iranian girl Sahar and 

her boyfriend Said participation in handcraft fair – on the margins of the Street Art Performance festival 

in Niksic together with local handcraft association presenting her culture through aesthetics of her 

jewellery and interacting with locals. They presented their hand made jewellery presenting at the same 

time their culture.  
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5. CHECK, CHOOSE, ANALYZE! Campaign for promotion of media and 

information literacy  
 

 

LEAD PARTNER: LDA MNE 

DONOR: Media Institute of Montenegro through Media for 

Citizens-Citizens for Media regional Program funded by 

European Union 

TIME FRAME: 07.2019-01.2020 extended 03.2020 

 

OBJECTIVES: Promotion of media and information literacy using 

innovative tools and arts  

Activities: Development of online tools: workshops of creating video game and GIFs, Info-sessions in highs 

schools, creation of short video on partial reporting dangers, public performance.  

Successful stories:  

Online quiz game, GIFs, Hip Hop song 

A group of 11 high/school students 

learned about media ad information 

literacy, internet security, fake news and 

click-baits during the workshop “Check, 

chose, analyze!”. The workshop resulted 

with online game compiling interesting 

quiz question related to local and national 

news that came as a click baits or fake-

news . 

 

Another result and added value to the project is hip hop song 

created by students refereeing to fake news and calling up to the 

listeners to double check and thing of the values standing behind 

certain news.  It will be used in the following planed public 

performance. The one can hear it at the end of the game during 

credits.  

Video game quiz: https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/337344468/  

 

 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/337344468/
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Acceleration of Info Point activities 

This project accelerated Info Point dynamics, since volunteers gathered around it and kept coming to 

regular meetings, creating new GIFs and videos related to its subject.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. MONUMENTAL 9 - Help create preconditions for new tourism product development to 

increase youth employment and income generating activities through engaging micro-localities, youth 

greeters and vloggers in regional co-operation programe. 
 

 

LEAD PARTNER: Local Democracy Agency Montenegro 

PARTNERS: Local Democracy Agencies Knjazevac, Subotica, Mostar, Kosovo, Prijedor, Zavidovici, ALDA 

Skopje Northern Macedonia, Balkan Netvork for Local Democracy 

DONOR: Regional Cooperation Council through Tourism 

Development Programme funded by European Union 

 

TIME FRAME: 24, October 2019 – 24, July 2020 

OBJECTIVES: New tourism product development preconditions to increase youth employment and income 

generating activities through engaging micro-localities, youth greeters and vloggers in regional co-operation 

program. 

ACTIVITIES: Development of regional tourism packages related to 9 WW II monuments and their localities 

by strengthening young people to become greeters and vloggers thus unlock their potentials to generate 

incomes. Development of the touristic online platform Monumental 9 with peculiarities of the locations.  
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Successful stories  

Meeting in Pristina in November 2019 gathered BNLD partners as this is the first BNLD project. Action 

plan, visibility and other issues were discussed.  Planned training for young vloggers and greeters was 

discussed and the concepts of web platform  

Grant implementation training In Durres in November 2019 brought good news to the project partners, 

relevant information of WW II Monuments data base and previous experiences of RCC WWII Monument 

Trail.  

Prepared documentation and procurements conducted first training in Prijedor and online platform for 

promotion. 

 

  
 

 
Provided by the RCC Tourism Development and 

Promotion Project’s Grant Programme 

 
  The Project is funded 
by the European Union 
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7. TRANSPARENCY INDEX OF LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENTS  
 

LEAD PARTNER: Local Democracy Agency Montenegro   

WITH THE SUPPORT: Autonomous Region Friuli Venezia Giulia, Government of Montenegro – 

Employment Bureau and Ministry of Economy. 

TIME FRAME: 07.2019-01.2020 extended 03.2020 

 

OBJECTIVES: Regular annual study on the transparency of the LAs with the aim of improvement of 

mechanisms for citizens participation in decision making, confidence building and better service provision 

for citizens. 

Activities: The research among 15 Montenegrin municipalities with the TI methodology applied. 

Successful stories: The level of responsiveness and the interest in the topic in general by LA 

representatives and the benefits it brings was significant and gave the researchers team a great deal of 

optimism and confidence. 

LDAMNE conducted the research for second consecutive year measuring the transparency index of local 

self-governments. First year covered 10 municipalities, while during the second year the research was 

extended to total of 15 municipalities using methodology developed by the Council of Europe. LDA MNE 

plans to bring this research to the regional level and broaden it by implementing ELoGE - European Label 

of Governance’ Excellence methodology.  
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8. INFO POINT FOR YOUTH 
 

LEAD PARTNER: Local Democracy Agency Montenegro   

WITH THE SUPPORT: Autonomous Region Friuli Venezia Giulia, Government 

of Montenegro – Employment Bureau and Ministry of Economy. 

Regular activities with the support of strategic partners/donors were implemented 

Information services for youth: young people in Nicksic developed a habit to come to Info point and seek 

for the information relevant for their education, possibilities for community engagements., volunteering, 

education studying abroad, EU accession, employment, cultural happenings (in Niksic and in the region) – 

and it is working! 

Voluntary service: al the services to youth are provided BY the youth, with the support and supervision 

of LDA Staff. Possibilities to volunteer in LDA 

activities and in other CSO in Niksic and in 

Montenegro, as well as in the region are 

being used. Info Point has a pull of volunteers 

(over 50) created during years of activities 

implementation, cooperation with schools, 

universities and SCOS and other local 

institutions and using opportunities given 

through ALDA, BNKD and partners’ network 

in Balkan and EU. Together with the 

municipality of Niksic a strategy for 

Voluntary service development evolved and 

among other results – Centre for Youth is 

being established in Nicksic upon the initiative of LDA. LDA is in 

final stage of obtaining ESC Quality Label for hosting and 

coordinating volunteers exchange. 

Employment/entrepreneurship: INFO POINT is constantly 

offering information and training for youth interest in stepping 

into the area of work and entrepreneurship. Program for 

professional orientation of graduates with Employment 

Bureau of the Government of Montenegro is being 

implemented in 2019 since 2004 and with no intermittence 

since 2013 with two beneficiaries this year for 9 months 

period. A new program is launched - Youth Employment 

Incentive Program with Municipality of Niksic through which 

33 candidates applied for 3 positions within LDA and 2 were 

accepted. The program duration is 12 months. Together with 
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partners, at the end of this year it was 

announced that LDA Montenegro become a 

beneficiary or European Youth Entrepreneur 

program for following three years. 

 

Celebration of International Youth Day – 

Youth Megaphone Through INFO Point every 

year we channel youth’s needs and problems 

addressing them in public event on 12th of 

August. In 2019 main topic that was covered 

youths’ satisfaction with four youth life 

dimensions on local level – Education, Sport, 

Culture and Participation in decision making 

processes on local level. Goal of this action is 

to draw attention of the local institutions towards youth and their needs and problems and solutions they 

propose. More than 25 youngsters participated and gave their voice to this actions.   
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Agencija za lokalnu demokratiju Nikšić 

Local Democracy Agency Montenegro  

www.aldnk.me 

ald@t-com.me  

+382 40 21 35 68  

 

http://www.aldnk.me/
mailto:ald@t-com.me

